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Subject: BRS items 
Date: Tue, 20 Aug 2002 08:33 :50 -0400 

From: John Buddington <j . buddington@verizon.net> 
To: NuquistAndrew&Reidun <nuquist@together.net> 

CC: Bill Clark <BCMClark@aol.com>, Fred & Nancy Jordan <Jordan29FN@aol.com> 

R&A--

I took a recreational hike to BRS yesterday. It looks like a fine overnight location. 

These comments are addressed to the Nuquists because I understand that they are plotting yet another 
foray to BRS. (They didn't invite me, which is just as well.) 

1. The plan for the water supply: develop as a primary basin the area just upstream from the present 
withdrawal site cum frog swimming pool. There is a nice flat rock. I can dig out the fist-size rocks in that 
pool and line it with large rocks to make a 3-foot wide pool. I will make it as deep as I can perhaps with a 
bafile upstream to trap the inevitable rocks which have fallen in. The whole area is more of a spring or 
seep than a brook. This means that water upwells rather than flows; the scum will have to be cleaned out 
periodically by the adopter. 

2. The trail E of the shelter to the birch log dump can be brushed in. It looks like a main highway now. 
There is brushing material just downhill. I put a few branches there to mark the spot. (Although people 
chuckle at the thought of bringing grass seed to BRS, late summer is the best time for seeding the path 
and mulching: next year there will be little trace.) 

3. As mentioned previously, there is no "<-Shelter" sign for southbound LT hikers. I don't know who 
will replace the Gorham-closed signs with BRS-open. 

My general impressions: 

I liked the plentitude of hooks and pegs and the clothesline on the back porch. Eric's trip board at the top 
of the shelter steps moves and requires reinforcing. The path from the LT is great--my nephew walked up 
in bare feet without problems. 

I clipped the branches from the beech which had fallen parallel to the trail about a quarter mile from River 
Road (at the double-blaze going uphill). 

FYI Bill has said that L TP identified some unfinished rock work on the trail to the water. I see plenty of 
material nearby, which I assume is ready to place. At some point, this work could be flagged for the fall 
work hike. 

jfb 
John Buddington Reply to: j.buddington(a)verizon.net 
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